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DUTCH OVEN BAKING 
 
HOW YOU BAKE INA DUTCH OVEN DEPENDS ON ITS SIZE: 
- A #8 	 s 10" - bake 8" pan recipes in bottom lined with heavy-duty foil 
- A #10 1S 12" - adjust time when baking in foil-lined bottom or use an 8” aluminum pan on lightly crumpled foil (raise pan about 
1") 
- A #12 is 14" bake large mixes or double recipes on foil-lined bottom or USE: an 8" pan for single recipes 
- A #14 is 16" - bake triple recipes on foil-lined bottom 
 

Temperature and Number of Coals 
 
Rings of Coals 
As it turns out, the sizes of briquettes work out so that the recommended briquettes count 
above can be estimated easily. As an experiment, you can take a 12 inch dutch oven and 24 
briquettes. On the lid, make a ring of briquettes all the way around the outer edge. How many 
did you use? I bet it was 16 or 17. 
Now, see how many it takes to make a ring just under the oven. There should be 2 or 3 
briquettes between each leg for a total of 6 to 9.  
That is pretty close to the recommendation for a 350 degree baking set up, isn't it? It works 
pretty well for any size dutch oven and any size briquettes - smaller briquettes means you need 
more of them, but its about the same amount of burning mass to make a ring! 
A ring around the top and the bottom is about 350 degrees. 
Remove every other briquette underneath to make about 300 degrees. 
Add a second ring to the top to make about 400 degrees. 
 

If your camp cooking calls for stewing or frying, you'll want to drop those top coals down and 
shove them under the oven. If you're baking breads, then maybe move a couple from 
underneath up to the top. Just remember that a ring around the top and a ring around the 
bottom is your base starting point and tweak it from there. 
 
THE SIZE OF THE DUTCH OVEN ALSO DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF HOT BRIQUETS NEEDED: 
- Use the same number on top and the same number underneath as the # on the oven 
- If it is cold or windy put a few more on the top 
- Dutch ovens with legs can be stacked to conserve briquets 
- If Dutch Oven doesn't have legs, use balls of tightly crumpled foil 
- If Dutch Oven has domed lid put a crumpled foil collar around edge to hold coals, or invert lid 
 
BAKE BISCUITS, CORN BREAD MIXES, ETC. ACCORDING TO PACKAGE DIRECTIONS. 
 
Fruit Cobbler (8-10) 
Put in bottom of Dutch Oven or 8" pan to heat: 
4 C. canned sliced peaches (or other fruit) 
Add: 1 t. cinnamon or nutmeg 
2 T. sugar 
Pour on: 9-oz. white cake mix prepared as directed or 2 C. Bisquick and juice from fruit to make dumplings 
Cover-and bake 20-30 min. Serve with whipped topping. 
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Monkey Bread 
4 cans Biscuits 
1 C sugar 
1 C brown sugar 
4 TBLSP cinnamon 
1 stick butter 
 
Cut biscuits into quarters.  Mix sugar and cinnamon in plastic bag.  Drop quarters into bag and coat well.  Place in Dutch oven.  
Melt butter in lid and pour over quarters.  Bake 350 for 35 min. 
."

BOX OVEN BAKING 
 
To Make a Box Oven 
Cover inside of a sturdy topless cardboard box (at least 13"x17") completely with heavy-duty foil - shinY side out (scotch tape 
securely) . 
 
To Make a Collapsible Box Oven 
Remove top & bottom of box - cover inside with foil as above (box will fold flat). Before using, put heavI-duty foil or oven 
cooking bag over top - tie securely) 
 
To Use a Box Oven 
Place on level ground: A strip of foil (longer and wider than box) shiny side up position on foil: 4.large tuna cans with paper 
removed To hold: A rack at least 8"x12" (or use a rack with legs) 
 
Place under rack: 1 hot briquet for every 30-40 degrees (and in tuna cans) desired.   
(use an oven thermometer to be exact) 
Place on rack: 91lx13" pan, cookie sheet, foil dinners, etc. 
Place over all: Foil-lined box with small rock under one corner (or an air vent) 
Bake: As in regular oven 
 

 
 

MAKING A FIRESTARTER 
 
Small Dixie Cups 
Dryer Lint 
Wicks 
Wood Chips 
Wax 
 
Fill Dixie Cups 1/3 full with wood chips, insert wick, insert dryer lint and fill with melted wax. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


